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Each birth can be considered as migration. Birth is coming to the Universe, so, must find a place 
to live. Thus, if problems, required special approach, so Perinatology and Neonatology education 
for these aspects.  

If only origin of country as mother, the pregnancy, so controlling the pregnancy, means medical growth 
and development in healthy and medically care and serve, admission is so lowered. 

ach case is special and sole, so an example only for education, so being awake for all 

kind of problems is necessary. 

Perinatologist problems are our Neonatologist problems, so we must walk together, 

side by side, on medical science, grounding on pregnant woman.  

Outline 

Care on pregnancy and prevention from prematurity, lead reducing to the 

Neonatology Unit admission 

AIM: For reducing mortality and morbidity, not starting at treatment, prevention and care and serve for 

risk parameters important. Thus, for Neonatology, starting from decision of have a child, pregnancy and 
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delivery this is utmost important. This Article on Perinatology and Neonatology close together with the 

old to present is in consideration.  

Grounding Aspects: Grounding the real configuration also noted at Introduction to Newborn and 

Introduction to Neonatology books as prepared for educational purpose. In this Article as the old, past 

representation for the newly constructed Unit.  

Introduction: Establishing a new unit, thus, have in Eskişehir as maternity hospital, must have a grounding to do, 

as Intensive Care Unit, for newborn infants, as reasoning not send to Ankara.  

General Considerations: Education and gaining the profession, even have opportunity being academic 

career in Hacettepe, for performing a new Medical Unit, combination of Perinatology and Neonatology, the 

pioneers, like a migration, and performing the idea on realization.  

Proceeding: In this Article just by given the old establishing charts, for planning to do, so grounding on medical 

science, for lowering mortality and morbidity, and given medical care, especially to preterm infants, that not 

confirmed in Eskişehir. 

Notions: For establishing, and confirmed the new system, like a migration, so must closed the return road, and 

be in cooperation and coordination also in contact.  

Conclusion: The facts of whether done or just by statistical reports, notifications being pleased on that Article.  

Key Words: Together with Perinatology and Neonatology in Eskişehir 

 

Özet 

Neonatoloji Ünitelerine başvurular gebelik yaklaşımı, prematüreliğin önlenmesi 

ile azaltılabilir 

Amaç: Eskişehir’de özellikle prematüre mortalite ve morbiditesini düşürmek için, oluşmasının önlenmesi gerekir 

ve önemle çocuk sahibi olma fikri ile başlayan, gebelik ile süren ve doğum ve takibi üzerinde yapılanmalıdır. Bu 

Makale, Perinatoloji ve Neonatoloji ’nin eskiden başlayan birlikte çalışması üzerinde durulacaktır.  

Dayanaklar/Kaynaklar: Eskişehir’de ilk Üniversite temelinde Kadın-Doğum ve Neonatoloji İş-birliği 

boyutu belirtilmektedir. Burada sunulanlar o zaman oluşturulan formlardır. Özellikle prematüre bakımı 

yapılmayan ilde mortalite ve morbiditeyi azaltmak, tıbbi bakım vermek ve tıp eğitimi sunmak amaçlanmıştır. 

Formlar Neonatolojiye Giriş ve Yenidoğana Giriş kitaplarının alınmıştır.  

Giriş: Doğumhanenin olduğu, aktif çalıştığı Eskişehir şehrinde, Yenidoğan Yoğun Bakım Ünitesi oluşturmanın 

gerekçesi, sorunlu bebeklerin Ankara’ya sevki yerine buraya gönderilmesi amacını olmuştur.  

Yaklaşım: Hacettepe de eğitimleri ve uzmanlığını almış olan öncülerin, akademik kariyer yapma olasılıkları olmasına 

karşın, Perinatoloji ve Neonatal Merkez oluşturmalarını bir bakıma göç etme olarak yorumlanabilir.  

Sonuç: Bu Makalede oluşturulan o dönemdeki hasta kartları, inceleme formları sunularak, prematüreler bakım için 

başlangıçtaki yaklaşımlar sunulmaktadır.  

Yorum: Burada sunulan verilere bakarak, elde edilenler yorum yapılabilecektir. Değerlendirmelerin yapılması, 

çalışmacıları mutlu kılacaktır.  

Anahtar Kelimeler: Perinatoloji ve Neonatoloji ‘nin Eskişehir’de ortak çalışma örneği  

 

Introduction  
This is not as Perinatology or Neonatology information given Article, just for consideration of 

establishing the structure, by prepared the way of performing the care and serve.  

Medically what is in consideration and for following the newborn infants not given as 

education purpose, just indication of migration state.  

As my friend Hikmet Hassa, now in Professor at Obstetrics and Gynecology, at these years, 

profession and new taken his profession. Being in Hacettepe graduation of Medicine and later 

on profession on OBGYN, and also have opportunity for academic position, same as Author, 
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thus, being to Eskişehir, not been there, for the first time, for establishing a concept of intensive 

care on Perinatology and Neonatology, together with the Author.  

Therefore, it is called as migration.  

There was a lot specialist in Eskişehir, for Obstetrics and Gynecology, with Pediatrician, and 

not friendly accepted, as not wanted to share the same group of women and mothers, thus also 

newborn infants.  

So, the concept for referred ones to Ankara, being given healthy care of them. Especially 

critical care preterm labor and life threatened births to mother cases, with exchange transfusion.   

Thus, new graduated physician, Turgay ŞENER, for profession be on Perinatology and also 

gets this diploma and only at such concern. Now in Professor of OBGYN and Perinatology.  

To have a Baby Concept 
Live is a limited duration on this Universe. New generations are essential for continuing the 

life. Thus, not as robotic, it must be on humanity, in love. Not compared as buying or taken a 

baby, must own their own infant, even not give birth.  

First family in consideration of fertility. İnsemination or other kind of performing baby, is hard 

but also preterm labor is expected. So, family first considered, evaluated and checked whether 

considered the preterm infant, after birth, as cesarean section mostly performed.  

Most countries confirming as euthanasia, so, such application is illegal and court order for 

punishment given to medical staff. Thus, ultimate care can be given? The past mortality and 

morbidity results, given to families, before for being a pregnant.  

Emergency facilities, means 7/24 continuous Intensive Care opportunities can be performed. 

It is not a doctor, physician performance, this is a system, a team. Not for short period of time, 

as being for 100 days.  

How about the equipment, progression, the medical routine, and as all for one or one for all 

concept. This means the leaders motivation, grounding and reasoning structured, established 

this unit, for What?  

Education, being on academic, continuously at such medical subject and being on focus about 

it, will confirm the admission to this unit.  

After several years, the infants are engineer, and married, care of their infants also. From 

generations to generations.  

In Medicine not given Guaranties to be healthy child, thus given full medical care and serve 

and considering the precautions and have being in controlling for growth and development of 

the newborn infants, and especially for critical life evaluation preterm infant.  

At Maternity Hospitals, main function for Primary and secondary care. Tertiary care needs 

special organization, equipment and education profession on this subject; Perinatology and 

Neonatology.  

Hacettepe one of the pioneers on Perinatology and Neonatology, as graduated at this University 

and being a chief resident and work on about 12 months at such sections, forced us to construct, 

a new establishing, as a Unit combined with Perinatology-Neonatology.  

Both profession MD, and now Professor at their subjects, are also close friends, and aim to 

construct, upon their main guide in their life.  
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Close contact of Perinatology and 
Neonatology  
In first years, before establishing Neonatal Resuscitation Certification Programs, our residents 

supported to Anesthesia and other functions, even for intubation. If you have not suitable 

intubation equipment, finger guided intubation and mouth to mouth ventilation was performed.  

The arrangement of hydrops fetalis  

 

Figure 1: Close cooperation with Perinatology and Neonatology at hydrops fetalis  
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The Charts  
The Perinatology and Neonatology patient charts are also together with, on the mother and 

baby chart. 

Each pregnant woman also daily in medical visiting by Neonatologist. New admissions must 

directly inform and also examined and evaluation by Neonatologist also.  

For any application on labor, Neonatology unit must first prepared and after given permission 

the cesarean section being started.  

All Perinatology, Neonatology and even Anesthesia Departments members, as physician, nurse 

and other contributors must take the certification program. After success on this program, can 

be at the labor, for partner, help or even for seeing and looking for.  

As hereby the charts prepared at those days are indicated.   

General evaluation chart, indicated the summary of the newborn infant 

The progress of Neonatal concept   

 

Figure 2: Outline on pregnancy, labor and care, and discharge fact.  

In here, we must also add admission and discharge chart altogether. 
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The outline of the newborn infant progress  

 

 

Figure 3: Discharge notes as summary, outline of other parameters  

A plane paper can be written a lot; thus, such charts give information, what to write.  

Basic on pre-labor, labor and after labor, at first minutes, stages, after first hour and a day result 

must be in consideration. Thus, what is going to write?  

As another aspect, the time limited confirmation is essential at evaluation of legal concept. 

Whether active as previously not as real but being a first signs in action.  

As example, even the baby condition and evidences look like good, functioning, thus the feel 

of cold in one extremity as an indication. So, search about the blood circulation, hemoglobin 
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and blood pressure and circulation parameters. The oxygenation and oxygen saturation must 

be evaluated.  

Later on, the consultation immediately for surgeon, and taken advices. Evaluation of 

heparinization, whether physiological dose as 1-5 units/kg/hr. or routine dose to 150 

units/kg/hr.  

Later progression of gangrene, and prevention measures in consideration.  

After surgical procedure done, the family accused, and the legal court, considering the time to 

time immediately evaluations, notes for whether any medical faults.  

Before Birth, the pregnancy information  

 

Figure 4: Before birth, the pregnancy, the mother consideration  

Previous pregnancies, before complaints and after pregnancy complaints are noted.  
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The examination factors before birth, at pregnancy  

 

Figure 5: Especially the physical condition of mother, before birth  

For preparing delivery, the factors must in consideration, as indicated on paper, later even in 

discussion with.  

The factors even be a documentary for the next pregnancies, as direct evidence of them.  
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Evaluation of infant, before birth  

 

Figure 6: Examination of infant, in uterus  

Before birth the noted the evidences of mother together with the infant.  
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The urinary laboratory findings are also noted, for considering at delivery.  

Not for once, several times, line by line in confirmation.  

Mother’s physical parameters before birth  

 

Figure 7: Physical examination of mother, during the labor  

The physical examination findings are also important for the next one.  
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Chart for labor evaluation  

 

Figure 8: During the labor, the following the parameters  
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Following the labor, as time by time, the progression also in consideration.  

Contraction and opening, if not satisfactory medical help, later cesarean be planning.  

7/24 days/hours on call, and this means missed personal vacancies.  

Notes at labor  

 

Figure 9: The parameters that mut noticed at labor  
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The pelvic structure is same for woman, so, must the previous will be leading factor.  

The notes at positive and negative contents, even by putting in circle be satisfactory.  

Three responsible staff, nurse, assistant and profession of OBGYN.  

General Labor Chart  

 

Figure 10: Following the birth, labor  

Same concepts also in consideration form Pediatrician, Neonatologist.  

Not taken as copy, as because they are at the delivery room, and being vital evidence.  

Both sides, pediatrics and obstetrics being partner and helper for the labor if required.  
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Labor Notes  

 

Figure 11: Notes as indicated at the labor  
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The footprints of right and left palm are also in consideration.  

This is not as a proof, so, by seeing the black color of the infant, family is so calm.  

Mother’s hand print will also an indication, that can be taken.  

After leaving the dormitory, for infants  
 
 

 
 

Figure 12: The newborn status when leaving at dormitory, labor  

You can notice several notes to take, someone as repeated one.  

The point if there is a problem, the charts are very important, even for decision of the Court.  

The similarities confirm, it is noted as same from different physicians and nurses.  
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The Health Status of the newborn infant  

 

Figure 13: The notes during the delivery  

In notes, the aspiration if any problem it must be checked for atresia. Most congenital 

abnormalities can be noticed and it must be later repeated as important.  

If any problems, or assuming one, the front page it must note? Mark for suspicious one.  
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Newborn General Evaluation Form  

 

Figure 14: General Newborn consideration on chart  

This is the front page for infant consideration.  

If problem taking in circle and mostly used red pen for easily confirmation. 
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The parameters that must be concerning at the newborn infant  

 

Figure 15: Each one must be investigated and noted, whether absent, if present the degree, 

condition of it.  

The list of physical examination must ve indicated, not to pass.  

Normal suggestion not given any leading factor, thus, what is normal? 

Detailed information mostly wanted on another or at back of the paper.  
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Nurse daily evaluation chart  

 

Figure 16: The stages of resuscitation, and indication of newborn; Blood pressure, Oxygen 

consumption, Ventilation, Pulse, and body temperature, relation with the room one.  

There are two kinds for nurse evaluation: one for intensive care, oxygen given, second is the 

one for normal infant care performing.  

Lines must be in stable, if inclination or decreasing values, it must take conscious.  
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Nurse, following chart for the newborn infant  

 

Figure 17: Continuously following the healthy parameters of newborn infant  

As modern concept, the lines are confirmed. thus, before the automation, it is also in 

consideration.  

The problems or estimation of not at steady state positioning, physician and other consultation 

noted must include.  
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Pulmonary Functions for evaluation of the newborn infant  

 

Figure 18: The pulmonary parameters at one chart, for evaluation the infant  

The charts are constructed as all-in-one perspective. So, not a sign, must other concepts also 

be in inclusion.  

The graphs also from minimum to positive range. 
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Feeding method for the newborn infant, from 1000 grams to 2000 grams.  

 

Figure 19: Feeding schedule of newborn infant, according to the birth weight  
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Evaluation of nutrition in newborn infants  

 

Figure 20: The chart for the evaluation of feeding parameters at newborn infant.  
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Social Service, other cooperative Units 
Some genetic and metabolic evaluation, survey must be done.  

Medical Genetics Laboratory Survey Chart  

 

Figure 21: Genetic survey of mother to infant aspects, together with  

Even at pregnancy for suspicious of Down Syndrome, 21st trisomy or other one.  
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Medical Biology for survey of metabolic Diseases  

 

Figure 22: Metabolic concept of the newborn infant.  

Metabolic control for galactosemic infant or other ones be check-up.  

This must be also for mother evaluation can be taken.  
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Social Services, functioning facts at Neonatology  

 

Figure 23: What we expected and demanding at social Services in Neonatology  
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Neonatology Supportive Offices  

 

Figure 24: Social Service Evaluation Form.  

The forms are also informative one, so not only indicating the disease, as also, given hints for 

application, medication to newborn infant.  

Social Service, admitting of the newborn infant  

 

Figure 25: For reasoning of calling Social Service in Neonatology  
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Reporting the factors from Social Service  

 

Figure 26: The observation and the final report of Social Service  

For being Friendly to Baby Hospital such study is essential and important to do.  
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The progress of Neonatal concept   

 

Figure 27: Outline on pregnancy, labor and care, and discharge fact.  

One chart indicated the summary. Brief one is in the infants one.  
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Admission notes of newborn infant: The outline of the newborn infant progress 

 

Figure 28: Admitting and discharged notes, as chart of the newborn infant. Discharge notes 

as summary, outline of other parameters. 

After all evaluation made, the infant can be noticed as for routine care infant.  

For preterm infant special care and serve notes in consideration.  
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The list of taken precautions at controls  

 

Figure 29: For each infant, this list must be checkup at controls  

Check list of control, even after discharge.  
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For evaluation of the Newborn Infant  
During the first hour chart for evaluating the newborn infant  

 

Figure 30: First hour examination report chart of newborn infant  

The parameters concerning at the first day examination factors.  

 

Figure 31: First day evaluation chart of newborn infants.  

Kempe evaluation of gestational age, at first hour and at first day.  

By other methods, it is compared.  
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Tuncer Method for Gestational Age notification  

 

Figure 32: For estimation of gestational age, by Tuncer method  

Pioner of Neonatology M. Tuncer confirmed a method, in combinations of both.  

We used all for compared for checkup.  
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Dubowitz has several forms for Gestational Age  

 

Figure 33: Dubowitz Gestational Age Chart  

Dubowitz are more detailed one.  
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Dubowitz has several forms for Gestational Age/1  

 

Figure 33/1: Dubowitz Gestational Age Chart for explanation  
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Dubowitz has several forms for Gestational Age/2  

 

Figure 33/2: Dubowitz Gestational Age Chart for explanation  
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Dubowitz has several forms for Gestational Age/3  

 

Figure 33/3: Dubowitz Gestational Age Chart for explanation  
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Dubowitz has several forms for Gestational Age/4  

 

Figure 33/4: Dubowitz Gestational Age Chart for explanation  
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Hobel pointing for RDS  

 

Figure 34: RDS: respiratory distress syndrome as clinical classification  

If you are grouping the patients, for introducing the situation, none, minimal, yes and severe. 

This is why we are called as clinically such division.  

Knowledge Based Indications  
Some, knowledge-based information must be on wall or other quick reference table. So, it 

can be easily informed and taken in notice.  
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The drugs and dosage at the emergency unit  

 

Figure 35: Emergency medicine must be before done, get ready at the table  

The important one must get ready before the delivery.  

After given the signal to start cesarean.  
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Emergency Problems at Neonatology  

 

Figure 36: The evidence and the indications of them  

Confirmation the diagnosis of cyanosis is not important, you must note the cause.  

This list must all in evaluation not said as this is it.  
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The water distribution at outer cell and inner cell, in phycological conditions   

 

Figure 37: The water minerals and osmolarity is also differs  

Taken the food and intravenous perfusion and the osmolar load and urine secretion  

 

Figure 38: Expected as routine 400 mOsm. load, so, what about the concentration of urine?  

Intravenous perfusion, not as per grams, the physio-pathological confirmation of the infant 

must be done. The water distribution, and the kidney perfusion.  

First anti-infective dose can be double in preterm, thus after urination, second one may give. 
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The parameters for consideration 
Daily programming of nurse at Neonatology Ward  

 

Figure 39: Medical Staff is a Human being, so take care them, they will also take cere to 

infants.  

How about the working staff. They are also human, so chart for their working also included.  
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Cleaning list at the Neonatology Unit  

 

Figure 40: When, and how with what for cleaning, in a list  

For protection of infection, disinfection is important, not at general, thus, one by one for all 

materials.  

This is a list and how to clean them be noted.  
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Taking care of the Medical Equipment  

 

Figure 41: For effective, efficient and eligibility, the equipment must be followed he status  
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For each medical equipment, the check list as Ok, Red and Stop/Yellow  

 

Figure 42: If red indication on the incubator, you cannot use it.  

If you want the medical equipment work well and satisfies you, so, must follow the condition 

of them.  

Conclusion  
As a neonatologist, in America, they called and indicated as, you are also Perinatologist. So, 

your consideration and our considerations are same  

The parameters that we are on, also at your attention.  

Being in consideration, not as after birth, before birth, even pregnancy as a mode of your 

medical subject.  
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I said, birth is a voyage, an immigration to a new World, death is leaving this World. So, if we 

have considered the reason of the early, uncontrolled migration, so rescued the problems, being 

so pleased for the migration of a new child, infant.  
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